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In April we had an ugly algae bloom that many feared was blue green algae. I consulted

with 2 experts, one currently working for the DNR. I was assured it was not blue green

algae. It went away on it's own.

The water stayed too cold to treat much later than usual this year. We did not do our

first treatment until June second. By that time filamentous had taken a strong hold on

much of the main lake. The first treatment they went heavier than we had been with

Curtine+ using 36 gallons and the usual amount of Reward at 22.5 gallons.

We needed another treatment on June 17 with the same amounts of chemicals.

On June 25th we treated again and since there was a lot of color to the water, meaning

lots of microscopic algae, they treated even heavier with Cutrine+ using 52 gallons and

13 Gallons of Reward. This made the algae die faster causing the water to look strange.

It caused much concern and I got many calls, texts and emails. I know Ron and Garry got

a lot of questions also. After a few days the lake looked fantastic and again many

members contacted us. This time to tell us how great the lake looked.

The next treatment was July 7th. 36 gallons of Curine+ was used and 22.5 of Reward.

On July 29th they used 40 gallons of Cutrine+ and 22.5 of Reward.

At this writing they plan on treating the lake on Wednesday, August 26th with 36 gallons

of Cutrine+ and 32 gallons of Reward. There has been some heavier weed grown in some

areas hence the extra Reward.

We deliberately left some areas untreated to create weedbeds as per the Fish Survey.

Recently the large north weed bed started growing too far to the east on the north east

part of the main lake south of the island. This will be one of the areas that will be

heavily treated on the 26th.

There has been some very trying issues with the lake boat motor and we will have to be

looking at our options over the winter. It is a very old motor that is no longer made.

We came in under budget this year spending to date $1498.60. Chemicals accounted for

$1403.41 and boat parts were $95.19.



Over all this has been a very good year. The lakes for the most part have been in

excellent shape. We do have some problem areas and we will continue to try and make

those areas better.

I want to thank Andy Lenz for helping Ron treat the lake. I want to give a big "Thank you" 

to Garry Little for jumping right in to help in all ways needed. As always, I want to thank

Ron Hartman for all his many years of volunteered hours not only getting the chemicals

and treating the lake but in continuing to learn what works best and when. Without the

effort of these men our lake would not be in the condition it has been this year.

Bonnie


